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No matter how good/expensive your video camera is, there is always going to be video footage that isn’t perfect, such as too dark, too light, grainy, 
etc. There will also be times when you want to do color correction on your footage. That’s where the Magic Bullet Suite comes in handy. It has all of 
the professional color correction tools that you need to improve the look of your 
footage in one package. Plus, instead of having to export your footage to a 
program separate from your video editing tools, you can have these tools right 
inside your video editing program. 

The Magic Bullet Suite comes with a set of seven color correction and 
grading tools for Final Cut Pro, Motion, Premiere Pro, and After effects. All of 
the tools support OpenGL/OpenCL and are GPU Accelerated for maximum 
speed. Let’s take a quick look at each tool: 

Colorista IV
Colorista IV comes with a Guided Color Correction option (Figure 2). It 

takes you through 7 steps which when completed, gives you a well balanced 
shot that is ready for color grading. All of the corrections that you make are 
translated as settings in Colorist IV. So you can pick up directly where you left 
off. Here is a list of the Colorista IV tools (Figure 1) and a short description of 
each: 
• Auto Balance: This tool should be used first in your color correction process. 

It is a color picker that helps you to remove a highlight color cast by having 
you click on the whitest area in your clip. Afterward it will set a color that 
balances out the Red, Green and Blue components to make that white area 
neutral.

• 3-way Correction: When you apply Colorista IV to your clip, several tools 
appear in the Final Cut Pro Inspector. The first tool is: 3-Way Correction. 
This gives you three color wheels for Highlight, 
Midtone, and Shadow. 

1. The Highlight Wheel lets you set the white level 
in the footage. You can use it to brighten and tint 
the entire image or adjust the highlights.

2. The Midtone wheel changes the mid-tones in 
your footage, shifting the middle tones to be 
darker or brighter. So if you want to make your 
image more warm, just move the Midtone dot 
toward the yellow/red area of the wheel — the 
more you move to the outside of the wheel, the 
'warmer' the image becomes.

3. The Shadow wheel lets you set the black level in 
your footage. You add density or darkness when 
you move the Shadow color. You can raise or 
lower the Shadow levels with its Luminance 
control. You can offset the color balance in the 
Shadow regions with the Hue Point. Moving the 
controls toward any of the colored regions pushes 

Figure 2. Colorista IV includes a Guided Color correction option that takes you 
through 7 steps that gives you a well balanced shot that is ready for color grading 
BTW: this screenshot shows the 7th step - Color Balance.

Figure 1. These are the Colorista IV tools. They include the 
Shadow, Midtone, and Highlight color wheels (Top left), the 
Hue/Saturation and Hue/Lightness HSL Corrections wheels, 
along with a Curves tool and other color correction sliders.
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the color balance toward that color, moving from unsaturated at the center to completely saturated color at the edge.
• HSL Correction (HSL stand for Hue, Saturation and Lightness): Colorista IV places a Saturation wheel and a Lightness wheel in the Inspector. 

You can use them to pick a color that you want to change and then it lets you move the Hue, Saturation, and Lightness controls to change it to 
another color. This tool is nice since you can change the hue and saturation of only one color at a time rather than changing the hue and 
saturation of the whole scene. For example, I was able to crank up the saturation on the green of some trees in my video without effecting the 
items behind the trees that were of a different color. It really made the trees “pop” out in the scene.

• Curves: The Curves control has four groups of Curve parameters (RGB, Red, Green, Blue) which gives you control over smooth contrast and 
color adjustments.
Keyer: The Keyer helps you isolate and adjust individual colors or ranges of colors. In other words, you can use it to fine-tune flesh tones, change 

color of your clothes, etc., from one color to another. When you click on the “Edit” button (in the Inspector) a whole new window opens up that 
shows the “Source”, “Matte”, and “Results” view panels. Off to the left of the window are the Color Cube and Vectorscope color selecting tools that 
are used to create your Key.  Once a key is created, all color correction affects the keyed area only.
• Vignette: This allows you to add vignetting which decreases the brightness around the edges of the frame.
• Mix: This controls the overall strength of your effect.
• Colorista IV now directly supports Log footage, with both specially-tuned log adjustments and built-in Look Up Tables for common Log 

formats.
• LUT (Look Up Table): LUTS are new to Magic Bullet. With them you can speed up the color grading process by importing your own LUTs or 

use one of the included LUT presets.  
If you would like to see Magic Bullet Looks being used, please click on this link to the 

Magic Bullet Colorista IV “Getting Started” video.

Looks
Magic Bullet Looks comes with 230 “Looks” presets that are designed to match the 

look of your favorite movies and TV shows. All of the presets are customizable, plus you 
can create a look from scratch by combining any of the Looks’ tools (Figure 3).

When you first apply Looks to your clip, an on-screen control appears. When clicked 
on, the Magic Bullet Looks interface/window opens up. At its center is the Preview 
window (showing your clip), on the left are all of the presets (represented by thumbnails 
of your clip), on the right are all of the Tools (each tool is represented by a box with a 
name and a graphic that shows what the tool does), and across the bottom is the Tool 
Chain (when a tool is applied, it appears in the Tool chain). 

All of the Looks presets are grouped into categories for quick retrieval. These categories 
include things like: Blockbuster, Color Film stock, Enhancements, Filters, Grading 

Figure 3.This is the Magic Bullet Looks window that pops up when you select the plug-in from Final Cut Pro.  

Figure 4. Cosmo II improves the look of your actors 
by removing skin blemishes, tweaking their skin 
tones, and reducing wrinkles.

http://www.redgiant.com/tutorial/magic-bullet-colorista-iv-quickstart-guide/
http://www.redgiant.com/tutorial/magic-bullet-colorista-iv-quickstart-guide/


Setups, Grunge, Mono Film Stock, People, and Techniques. Placing your 
cursor over each of the presets instantly changes the preview of your clip to 
that Look. This is a quick way to find the needed look without having to 
actually apply the Look first.

There is a Favorites folder that is located at the top of the Looks Presets 
folders. This gives you immediate access to the presets that you use most 
often.

Looks comes with the ability to work with reference stills to inform color 
correction decisions. You can take snapshots to compare corrections between 
different clips or projects - or load stills from other sources.

If you would like to see Magic Bullet Looks being used, please click on this 
link to the Magic Bullet Looks “Getting Started” video.

Film
“Film” changes the look of your footage by giving it the look of real film. It 

does this by emulating the entire photochemical process (original film 
negative, Color grading, and Print stock). For example, you can give your 
film a vintage look or make the colors more vivid (figure 6)

You start by specifying if your footage is Video, Flat, or Log. After that 
there is a drop-down menu that lists 22 different Negative Stock types  
(Kodak 5201 Vision 50D, Fujifilm F125, Prolostia P2100, etc.) for you to 
choose from. Every time you select one of the Negative types, your footage takes on a different appearance. There are also two Kodak and two 
Fujifilm Print Stocks you can choose from. All totaled, it has 88 possible cinematic combinations that you can choose from. 

If your chosen film look is close, but not quit the look you want, you can tweak it further by using one or more of the slider controls for Tint, 
Exposure, Saturation, Skin Tone, Grain, Vignette, etc.

If you would like to see Magic Bullet Looks being used, please click on this link to the Magic Bullet film “Getting Started” video.

Mojo
Mojo is designed to instantly give your footage the stylized color grade of a Hollywood blockbuster. In other words, it accentuates skin tones plus 

it helps protect the skin tones to keep your skin looking natural even when you push the colors into the shadows. It can also be used to cool the 
background.

There are 15 presets for Magic Bullet Mojo that range from Mojo, Light, and Mucho to War, Noir, and Handmade (Figure 7). Selecting any of 
these will instantly change the overall look of your footage. If one of these presets are close to the look that you want but not perfect, you can also use 
the control sliders to tweak your footage further. These sliders give you options to: Punch it, Fade it, Bleach it, Vignette It, Exposure, Cool/Warm, 
Skin Yellow/Pink, etc. There is even a “Show Skin Overly” option that will place an orange grid over any part of your footage where the hue is in a 
correct range for Skin Tone. There is also a “My Footage is” pull-down menu which lets you choose whether you footage is from Video, Log, Flat, 
or Pro. This helps Mojo/you to get started with the color grading.

If you would like to see Magic Bullet Mojo being used, please click on this link to the Magic Bullet Mojo “Getting Started” video.

Cosmo II
Cosmo II improves the look of your male and female actors by tweaking their 

skin tones, reducing wrinkles, and removing skin blemishes. So you can take your 
actor’s bumpy, splotchy, freckled face and smooth it out to make her look more 
beautiful or him more handsome (Figure 4).

Some of the tools are the same as with Mojo, but Cosmo II has a few different 
tools, such as: Skin Smooth, Preserve Detail, Preserve Contrast, Sharpen Texture, 
Restore Noise, and Auto Color. As with Mojo, Cosmo II also has the Show Skin 
Overlay option that places a grid on the the areas that it thinks is your actor’s face. 
You can use this to confirm that the skin is the only thing selected so you can be sure 
that you are editing your subject and not your background. 

If you would like to see Magic Bullet Cosmo being used, please click on this link 
to the Magic Bullet Cosmo II “Getting Started” video.

Figure 6. This screenshot shows Magic Bullet Film being 
applied to the right half of the screen. Notice how the 
haze is gone and the colors are more vivid.

Figure 5. Colorista’s Keyer can be used to isolate colors or ranges 
of colors so you can change just that color in your clip, such as 
changing the yellow on this scooter to blue. 
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Denoiser III 
Frequently when you film at high ISO’s or low-light locations, your 

footage will wind up with a lot of noise or graininess. Denoiser III will 
remove this unwanted noise grain and artifacts from your video clip while 
leaving the details intact. Some of the tools:
• The Reduce Noise slider lets you choose how much noise that you do or 

don’t want to see in the footage - keeping in mind that you don’t want 
to reduce the noise so much that you lose the image detail.

• The Smooth colors slider lets you target color noise found in 
your footage and will work to blend that noise together.

• The Preserve Details slider lets you bring back detail that may 
have been lost during the noise reduction.
If you would like to see Magic Bullet Denoiser III being used, please click 

on this link to the Magic Bullet Denoiser III tutorial video.

Renoiser
Renoiser is the opposite of Magic Bullet Denoiser III. Instead of reducing the noise in your footage, Renoiser can add cinematic texture and grain 

to your digital footage.
Renoiser actually rebuilds your image out of virtual grain rather than just applying a grain layer on top. This produces a result in real time.
Renoiser is fully-customizable and Includes 16 noise/grain presets based on real film stocks and popular movies, such as 16MM, 8MM and much 

more. It also comes with 16 slider controls that you can use to manually customize the look of your footage.
If you would like to see Magic Bullet Renoiser being used, please click on this link to the Magic Bullet Renoiser “Getting Started” video.

The Skinny
Evaluation: The Magic Bullet Suite tools and presets are a quick way of changing the look or mood of your clip. I was very impressed with all of the 

different parts of this suite. I think any filmmaker would find these an invaluable addition to his/her video editing tools. 
Requires:  

Mac: Intel Mac running Mac OS X 10.10 or later; PC: Windows 7, 8, 10 (64-bit)
Host: Final Cut Pro X, Motion 5, Premiere Pro, After effects, plus some of the tools also work in additional host-applications. Since Magic 
Bullet Suite is made up of different tools that have their own compatibility requirements, I suggest that you go to the Magic Bullet Suite 
Compatibility web page to see if your computer can run all of the parts of Magic Bullet Suite.  

Company: Red Giant
Price: Magic Bullet Suite: $899  (this is a savings of $394 over the individual prices - see below); Academic Price: 50% off regular store prices

Individual Plug-in PricingIndividual Plug-in Pricing

Magic Bullet Looks $399

Magic Bullet Colorista IV $199

Magic Bullet Film $199

Magic Bullet Mojo $99

Magic Bullet Cosmo II $99

Denoiser III $199

Renoiser $99

Total if bought separately $1,293

Magic Bullet Suite price $899

Figure 7. This shows how a clip would look with different Mojo 
presets applied.
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